
SEVENTH QUIZ
You have 15 minutes from the start of class to complete this quiz.  Give partial answers if you can’t give com-
plete ones.  Read the questions with care; work with deliberate speed.  Don’t give us more than we ask for.  
The usual instructions apply.  Good luck!

Problem 1  (3 points)

As reported in class, Bill Gates said recently that keyboards will be obsolete within five years.

(a)  (1 point)  What technology or technologies does he think will replace keyboards?

Natural language understanding or various touch interfaces.

(b)  (2 points)  What obstacles stand in the way of his prediction coming true?

Natural language understanding is a hard problem; we’ve been trying to solve it for 50 years and we’re 
not on the verge of a breakthrough yet.  Other interfaces aren’t as efficient for entering text as key-
boards are.  Product lifecycles are longer than five years, so even if the breakthrough came out today 
keyboards would still be around in five years.  Any answer touching on any of these.

Problem 2  (10 points)

Google bought your start-up company; you collected $25 million.  Now you have to invest it.  You consider 
four alternative investment strategies:  Large companies, small companies, overseas companies, and a mix of 
large, small, and overseas companies.  The payoff matrix below shows your three alternatives for the state of 
the U.S. Economy over the next five years, and the utility (percentage return on your investment) in each case.

U.S. Economy Falls U.S. Economy Stable U.S. Economy Rises

Large companies

Small companies

Overseas companies

Mixed

2.0 / 1.4 3.5 / 0.0 6.0 / 1.2

2.5 / 0.9 2.8 / 0.7 7.2 / 0.0

3.4 / 0.0 3.5 / 0.0 5.2 / 2.0

3.0 / 0.4 3.2 / 0.3 5.8 / 1.4

(a)  (2 points)  Which alternative do you choose if you follow the optimist strategy, and what is the utility of 
that alternative?  (Showing how you get your answer will help you get partial credit.)

Small companies, 7.2: max of each row (6.0, 7.2, 5.2, 5.8), max of those.

(b)  (2 points)  Which alternative do you choose if you follow the pessimist strategy, and what is the utility of 
that alternative?  (Showing how you get your answer will help you get partial credit here, too.)

Overseas companies, 3.4:  minimum of each row (2.0, 2.5, 3.4, 3.0), max of those
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(c)  (4 points)  Which alternative do you choose if you follow the regrettist strategy?  (Here, you have to draw 
the “regret matrix”; it will be easier to place those numbers into the table on the previous page.)

Small Companies (the most you’ll kick yourself is 0.9):  Maximum of each row (1.4, 0.9, 2.0, 1.4), min of 
those.  SCORING: 2 points for regret numbers, 2 points for conclusion.

(d)  (2 points)  If the three strategies above don’t all give the same answer, which strategy would you use in 
making your final decision, and why?

Could be any, with a plausible reason; see scoring on last page.

Problem 3  (12 points)

Attached is a copy of the CustomerStats class from the Amusement Park Simulator.

(a)  (1 point)  Two methods in this class implement the algorithm for finding the item in a collection with the 
smallest value.  What are those methods’ names?
printCustomerWithLeastTimeInPark and printCustomerWithLeastTimeInLine.

(b)  (2 point)  Some of the methods in this class execute in linear time (based on the number of finished cus-
tomers) in the average/typical case.  What are those methods’ names?  (You may abbreviate unambiguously.)
printCustomerWithMostTimeInPark, printCustomerWithLeastTimeInPark, printCustomerWithMostTi-
meInLine, printCustomerWithLeastTimeInLine, customerSearch, writeCustomerStatsToFile, customer-
StatsMenu (that is, all of them).

(c)  (9 points)  Using the skeleton below, complete the definition of the method printAverageTimeIn-
Park().  (Hints:  Use the existing methods as a guide, but this one is shorter.)
 // Prints to the screen the average time a (finished) customer spent in the park.
 private void printAverageTimeInPark()
 { customersDone = park.getAllFinishedCustomers();  
  if (!customersDone.hasNext()) { return; }

  

  int timeInPark = 0;
  int totalCustomers = 0;
  while(customersDone.hasNext())
  {
   Customer c = customersDone.next();
   timeInPark += c.getTotalTimeInPark();
   totalCustomers++;
  }

  System.out.println (timeInPark / (double) totalCustomers);

 }   See scoring on next page.
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SCORING for Optimist/Pessimist/Regretist problem:

Optimist:  Willing to “go for broke,” willing to risk having low utility, for a chance at the best possible.  If 
you’re already rich, or if you just think “easy come, easy go.”

Pessimist:  Conservative, want to minimize disappointment, want the highest guaranteed return (and so 
willing to give up a chance at the very best); makes sense if this is your nest egg, what you’ll live on for 
the rest of your life.

Regrettist:  You’re making the decision for your family (or maybe you’ll just be self-critical in five years).  
If they’re second-guessers (or you are), if at the end they aren’t happy and will blame you for your choice, 
you want to minimize how much they’ll blame you.  That’s the regrettist strategy.

They could also say to go with optimist and regrettist because they both point to the same alternative 
on this data.

SCORING for Amusement Park Simulator problem:  

 1 point for an attempt to loop over all the customers; 1 point for doing it correctly. (2)

 1 point for an attempt to add a customer’s time to the running total inside the loop; 1 point for 
correctly initializing the running total; 1 point for correctly computing the total time for all customers. 
(3)

 1 point for printing the result of a division; 1 point for printing an expression with either an at-
tempt at the total time as the numerator or an attempt at the number of customers as the denomina-
tor.  1 point for printing the correct value. (3)  It’s okay if they don’t produce a float/double result.

 1 point for everything else correct. (1)
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